stuff" during the Depression, the FWP particularly offered several African American writers-including Ellison, Zora Neale Hurston, Claude McKay, Roi Ottley, Ellen Tarry, Rebecca West, and Richard Wright, among others-a literary home during the 1930s in the wake of the Harlem Renaissance. Though many writers resented their work reporting what must have at times seemed like utterly mundane minutia, Ellison utilized both historical and folk material generated by his FWP investigations to write Invisible Man. He openly recognized his debt in a 1977 interview with Ann Banks:
For me, being on the Writers' Project was a way to broaden my knowledge of Afro-American culture. I'd always liked the stories and things, and I couldn't hear enough of them, so this was throwing me into my own history. Once you touched the history of blacks in New York then you were deep into American history. 4 Ellison's reminiscent evaluation captures an important dynamic of Invisible Man reflected in its final claim about "lower frequencies":
5 the difference between awareness of American history and "touching" the materials that form its "deep" elements.
In Invisible Man, Ellison utilized material from his FWP tenure to critique the foundations of utopian progressive thought, placing in its stead a critical liberalism, one that was anti-utopian and much more cautious in outlook than much postwar liberalism and, most importantly, emphasized local knowledges and claims on justice against broader plans for reform and modernization. The ideal citizen of the New Deal welfare state as imagined in its documents was historically knowledgeable, socially progressive, and oriented toward modernization. Ellison's work bracketed each of those ideals, highlighting the ways that positivist overconfidence tended to downplay important stories and disguise prejudice, and thus elided crucial elements of ongoing dispossession. While a new interpretation of Invisible Man is not the aim of this essay, a focus on the New Deal and its cultural activity illuminates a broader field of discourses within liberalism with which Ellison was engaged. In particular, Invisible Man's deployment of vernacular culture and history attacks the underpinnings of planning and development advanced by the FWP and other New Deal agencies, discourses central to the New Deal national imaginary before the Second World War and to an international one afterwards. 6 Though widely recognized as a formative experience, the New Deal remains relatively under-analyzed in studies of Ellison. Many critics read Ellison's engagement with Wright and the interwar Left as his key intellectual context in the 1930s and 1940s. 7 By contrast, discussions of citizenship as a theme in Invisible Man focus primarily on Cold War liberalism. Both perspectives downplay his FWP apprenticeship and flatten the political field of liberalism. Even the critics who have focused on Ellison's FWP work have paid more attention to cultural debates about the folk than to broader political dynamics of the emergent welfare state. 8 These gaps offer an opportunity to reexamine Ellison's activities while on the project, to resituate Invisible Man in the nexus of that work and the other books written out of the FWP experience, and to see where Invisible Man corresponded with other New Deal discourses. Correspondence functions doubly here, both in the sense of a dialogue pursued at uneven intervals through writing, but more importantly as a relationship in which causality remains undefined. As Michael Szalay, Susan Edmunds, and Sean McCann have illustrated, literature's engagement with welfare state liberalism was often indirect, enacted though metaphor and displacement. 9 This engagement is rarely seen in isolation but instead is most visible when these texts are considered in dialogue with other narrative forms, including documentary literature and film. Ellison's novel calls into question the recognized causal patterns of historical narrative, opening up other modes of connection, both historical and symbolic.
Federal Writer No. 700846
Ellison applied for Works Progress Administration (WPA) relief status in 1937 and was hired in June of 1938. His duties: "To gather historical, cultural, commercial, educational, and other data for presentation to the staff editor as a comprehensive, authoritative, well-written survey of the subject assigned."
10
As opposed to writers like Maxwell Bodenheim, Claude McKay, and Anzia Yezierska-who had already established their reputations, fallen on hard times, and often felt ambivalence about the Project's primary work-Ellison's reportorial, editorial, and public relations writing experience, indicated by his letters of reference, fit well with the Project's aims.
11 Rampersad characterizes Ellison as adept at navigating the complex politics of the New York FWP office, where labor struggles, political factionalism, and anxiety over the continuance of the Project fueled everyday interpersonal disputes.
12
Since Ellison joined the FWP relatively late, he had missed much of the work on its major project, the two-volume guidebook to New York City for the American Guide series. In addition to general editorial work, most of Ellison's tasks fell into two categories: research and reporting for the Negro History subunit and its project The Negro in New York; and interviews and research on urban folklore for Nicholas Wirth's Living Lore subproject. Of these, Ellison's work for the Living Lore project is the most well-known influence on his writing. Heavily shaped by the ideas of Benjamin Botkin, this project rejected the idea of folklore as an anachronism, whether as a fading holdover from the past or, as John Lomax had argued, a residual cultural resistance to industrial capitalism. Against these, the unit demonstrated that folklore was being re-outfitted for urban existence, and new folkways were emerging within urban life. 13 The productive presence of vernacular culture was a crucial insight for 15 However, writers on that subunit were just as engaged in the inter-New Deal dialogue about the direction of modernity and citizenship as the folklorists were.
16
A quick scan of Ellison's Negro History project assignment titles-"Short story of Negroes of New York on swimming as an amusement"; "Problems of early Negroes during English occupation, etc."; "Short history of Dutch using Negroes to fight Indians"; "Trace deed of Madison Square to the city by one Annie Angola"-seems scattershot. However, as the 1977 interview suggests, he was developing an alternate notion of American history, one in which African Americans are active participants even while their participation and presence are expunged from historical narratives. Ellison would have been aware of this dynamic before his FWP employment, but the concentration of stories he found in his research would have enabled him to make connections between the folk narratives and historical counternarrative. One of his oral histories demonstrated this by charting a course through American history centered on the sinking of the Titanic-in folklore a comeuppance for racial exclusion-in which George Washington actively worked to suppress African Americans and the coming World War, serving as a reminder of the limits of white civilization. 17 Ellison's work in both units put him at the intersection of discourses of modernity (what belongs to the present and distinguishes it from the past) and modernization (the processes by which a future-oriented nation and citizenry could be achieved). What the two projects shared was an assertion of the continuous presence of African American culture that ultimately conflicted with the narrative of development advanced in the American Guides. The American Guide series promoted a particular vision of the New Deal and how it could shape the nation and its citizenry.
18 New Deal liberalism was shaped by a tension among several poles: social insurance, cultural pluralism, and planned modernization. Moreover, the conflicting, passionate beliefs of administrators ran headlong into political interests and pragmatism during the development of New Deal programs. Though the eventual ascendance of social insurance as the keystone of surviving New Deal programs in the postwar era has led some historians to suggest a break between the New Deal and earlier social movements, nearly all of these ideas were Progressive imports into the New Deal, and all of them lived into the postwar era. 19 Instead of a generative conceptual break, the New Deal is best viewed as the incorporation of these disparate ideas within the state apparatus and the transformation of that apparatus and the social body it governs through them. While Keynesian ideas about social insurance eventually formed the backbone of the welfare state, they are remarkably muted in the cultural documents produced by the federal government during that period. In contrast, both pluralism and planning are front and center in New Deal cultural projects. Essentially, the tension between pluralism and planning boiled down to questions of modernity and agency. Which elements would be recognized as belonging to the future, and which would be seen as retrograde? Who would make decisions about the direction of development?
These questions all bear on New Deal conceptions of citizenship and their influence on postwar liberalism. The later New Deal programs in their most Keynesian manifestation imagined citizens as members of relatively passive individual or family consumption units, while the government and corporations would determine the realm of available choices. The progressives who influenced the New Deal had much more in mind, envisioning knowledgeable, active participants in politics, community life, work, and even consumer activities. Many of them wanted an inclusive, pluralist understanding of citizenship, but they primarily sought a more robust one. The government could help make this possible by creating communities in which such active citizens might flourish. Crucial here is the future orientation insofar as it tends to substitute the potential community for the existing one. Faith in technological solutions to political problems also undercuts the more radical potential of the progressive vision by substituting utilitarian efficiency for political disagreement. While postwar American liberalism outwardly rejected utopianism in favor of more consumerist and cultural modes of participation, both at home and abroad it still stressed development based on a narrow set of norms with the state as a key agent as the most effective means of building good citizens.
While WPA federal and state offices gave support to projects that told diverse American stories on a local level, these were often subsumed into a national narrative of development in which the future was brought about by a series of well-planned interventions. The descriptions offered little recognition of the tensions between federal development aims and the spatial and social primacy of localized groups. The discourse of development is most evident in the structure of Pare Lorentz's famous documentaries for the New Deal Resettlement Administration, The Plow That Broke the Plains and The River, in which the piecemeal land use that contributed to environmental crises like the Dust Bowl and Mississippi River flooding is supplanted by well-planned and coordinated federal interventions that lead to modernization in the form of flood control and hydropower. 20 Such interventions were expected to bring underdeveloped regions of the country and their residents into the modern nation.
The vision of citizenship literally built through intervention included African Americans. Wright had written The WPA Guide to New York City's section on Harlem, which made a case for seeing the neighborhood problems as created by decades of injustice and as solvable by government action. A promotional bulletin entitled "WPA and the Negro," likely from 1937, put together by Director of Racial Relations James Ross, highlights such achievements as sewing units, the Emma Ransom House YWCA, and a YWCA Trade School. The bulletin reproduces a 1936 speech by Carita V. Roane about the Harlem River Houses project: Slum dwellers will leave ill-ventilated and unsanitary buildings and move into sunny apartments with playgrounds for children. . . . It is impossible to estimate the effect that these apartments will have upon the morale of the occupants. . . . In this community there will be, I should guess, a thousand children, and from this group we ought to have a thousand law-abiding citizens who will be an asset to the community.
21
This same logic in which federal intervention builds citizenship and community is evident throughout the guidebooks, and one of the clearest examples emerges in The WPA Guide to New York City in its discussions of the Harlem River Houses along with other public housing projects that replaced tenements with modern housing amenities. Unambiguously positioned as one of the most notable achievements of the New Deal, the housing projects' existence is a marker of Progressive promises realized and a guarantee of future interventions. All too often in development narratives the building of a thing and its mission success are conflated. In what can only be read since the 1950s as tragic irony, the guide prematurely highlights the absence of crime and the formation of "a compact progressive community" after the Harlem River Houses' first year. 22 The existence of a FWP subunit exploring African American culture and history mostly staffed by black writers offered a crucial opportunity to engage with this narrative and to offer caution and perspective. These writers were keenly aware that the FWP presented an unusual opportunity, if a tenuous one. Many politicians saw the Federal Arts projects in general as unnecessary work, and others feared that they would become a vehicle for propaganda. In addition, the FWP progressively employed African Americans in a relatively integrated white-collar workforce. A note from Roi Ottley while Ellison was laid up in the hospital wishes him "a quick recovery and speedy return to THE FELLOW BOONDOGGLERS." 23 The joke ironically references condemnation of the project as a more sophisticated form of corruption and patronage. Such distance would have been important to handling the promises and disappointments of New Deal politics.
The Negro in New York project provided an opportunity to bring a critical lens to bear on three hundred years of African American life in New York. The eventually published version illustrates the distance between the development narrative promoted at the federal and state level and the writings of the local and ethnic subprojects. Up to a point, its account of Harlem accords that with the version in the FWP guidebooks. Harlem is figured as a created slum environment, with the Renaissance largely written out as a blip in the neighborhood's downward trajectory. However, The Negro in New York never offers the comprehensive, state-directed utopian vision authorized by the development narrative. Its muted support of New Deal intervention stands in sharp contrast with the championing of housing projects and other programs in the American Guides. This reconfiguration set the pattern for many writers looking at black urban neighborhoods during the postwar era.
During and after the Second World War, African American writers continued to offer critical accounts of the government's commitment to racial justice. Invisible Man participated in this broad literary conversation in which both fictional and nonfictional intertexts of the FWP developed perspectives and materials gathered during work on the Writers' Project to advance competing diagnoses of racial injustice and visions of the future. The legacy of the FWP can be seen in African American literature in at least three topoi: (1) the use of urban space as a measurement of the commitment of the federal government to including African Americans in the emerging national community, (2) the imagination of Harlem and other black neighborhoods as slums, and (3) a reconsideration of the relationship between urban culture and folk vernacular culture. 24 If "Harlem Is Nowhere" had been published in the 1940s, it would have joined a host of New Deal intertexts by African American writers serving as diagnostics of urban black life. 25 Arguably, Wright's Native Son is the most influential fictional work written on Roosevelt's dime. Like Native Son, 12 Million Black Voices, Wright's photobook using Farm Security Administration (FSA) photographs, highlights the process by which slum environments are created and maintained and the psychological effects of these environments. In both books, Wright essentially called for class-conscious alliances, while remaining wary of political programs that subordinated attention to the crucial role of race in maintaining oppression. Meanwhile, both Ottley and McKay-in New World A-Coming and Harlem: Black Metropolis, respectively-questioning the prevailing stories of demagoguery and sedition promoted by both white and black liberal intellectuals, recast post-Garveyite movements as both pragmatic activism and harbingers of the consequences of the nation's failure to address structural racial inequality. For Ottley in particular, rather than the wholesale redevelopment of urban neighborhoods, the aim of the government should be to make certain that African Americans were included in the economic opportunities presented by wartime industry. Though most of these texts helped to build the image of Harlem as a slum, by focusing on people rather than the physical environment, all indirectly offered ambivalent assessments of the development narrative.
26

Invisible Man and the Pattern of History
Like other FWP intertexts, Invisible Man utilized research from the Writer's Project, but Ellison created a mythical urban landscape in which folk material directly intervenes in the present. Discussing his experience interviewing people for the project, Ellison noted, "You didn't have to encourage them too much before this stuff began to come out." 27 "Stuff" was a fairly popular phrase in the Federal Arts lexicon and served as a kind of folky, joking reference to the immense range of phenomena in American history and culture. 28 Throughout the novel, the material presence of "stuff" in the form of folkways, historical objects, and other forms of vernacular culture calls into question historical narrative as an authoritative pattern giving shape to the past and present and authorizing specific interventions to ensure desired futures. Ellison the musician was well aware of the power of time as a patterning and disorganizing phenomenon. From the discussion of the local yokel beating the scientific boxer and the extratemporal powers of marijuana and jazz in the prologue to the surreal riot scene at the end, the novel is filled with references to slipping into a time outside the efficient beat of progress.
Two moments of temporal intrusion indebted to Ellison's FWP work mark the narrators' awakening from the shattered dream of Washingtonian uplift. In the factory-hospital scene, the narrator realizes:
Somehow I was Buckeye the Rabbit . . . or had been, when as children we danced and sang barefoot in the dusty streets: Buckeye the Rabbit Shake it, shake it Buckeye the Rabbit Break it, break it . . .
29
Though the chant is from the narrator's Southern hometown, Ellison picked it up verbatim from the playgrounds of Harlem. 30 The moment collapses temporalities and spaces, and suddenly, the narrator is playing the dozens, the vernacular activity he had just dismissed as being beneath his dignity.
The power of fragmentary "stuff" returns when the narrator intervenes in the eviction scene where he first begins to use rhetoric as a tool of authority. It seems the power of objects compel him as he views the fragmented material of the elderly couple's past, objects with meanings unrecognized by the state that is unearthing and dispossessing them: I turned and stared again at the jumble, no longer looking at what was before my eyes, but inwardly-outwardly, around a corner into the dark, far-away-and-long-ago, not so much of my own memory as of remembered words, of linked verbal echoes, images, heard even when not listening at home. And it was though I myself was being dispossessed of some painful yet precious thing that I could not bear to lose. . . . 31 If the factory-hospital scene is the point at which folkways bring the narrator to a new form of self-consciousness, the anachronistic congeries in the eviction scene in Harlem materialize the folk, allow the narrator to touch history and hail him as a citizen in a social body. Mark C. Conner contends that
[t]he things in Invisible Man do not simply exist in present time and space; rather they are portals to a larger concept of time, history, and identity than is otherwise available to the Invisible Man. . . . Ellison's objects do not merely point the Invisible Man toward a larger universe-they create that universe and make it exist in the present moment. 32 The narrator does not recognize their full import, only that he feels it necessary to act to prevent their loss. As it does in Walter Benjamin's "Theses on the Philosophy of History," the detritus of the past serves as a material record of the suppressed elements of history and invokes an intergenerational debt premised on justice. 33 The contrast between Invisible Man and Wright's 12 Million Black Voices usefully illuminates the present-ness of history in Ellison's novel. Wright subtitled his work a "folk history," but throughout his book, he consistently discussed the folk as a residual element of agrarian society. For Wright, folkways were useful insofar as they provided a coded language of survival in agrarian environments and ameliorated suffering in urban ones. Invisible Man, by contrast, grants a continuously generative presence to vernacular culture. In 12 Million Black Voices, the move to urban environments begets a new generation of "Men in the Making," who ostensibly cast off folk knowledge for a greater understanding of their situation. In Invisible Man, this knowledge, drawn out by material remnants, "stuff," is precisely what makes the narrator able to engage with his environment in a way that evades its patterning.
Attacking history as a selective pattern one can follow to just outcomes is crucial to the book's conception of critical citizenship and its indirect critique of New Deal development narrative. The Brotherhood's "scientific history" serves as selective pattern's most visible form, but others fill the novel. The narrator's battle with "Monopolated Light & Power" highlights power transfer hiding under the guise of modernization. 34 As Alan Nadel argues, Ellison also took a shot at Progressive thinker and planner Lewis Mumford.
35 While Mumford's The Golden Day is populated by free-thinking individuals asserting control of their own lives and thus realizing a republican ideal of citizenship, Ellison's bar bearing the same name is filled with veterans suffering physically and mentally who attempted to live up to national standards of citizenship. Mumford's focus on the preindustrial eras in most of his 1930s criticism was meant to remind the reader that a greater future was possible by reference to more organic past societies, while his utopian visions and activities as a critic and planner sought to call that future into being. Invisible Man reminds readers of the human toll of Mumford's celebrated era.
One problematic effect of such a negative view of history is that it might, as the narrator suggests in a semantic slip, encourage "Rinehartism-cynicism," thus undercutting any grounds for citizenship. 36 "What if history was not a reasonable citizen," the narrator asks when he encounters Rinehart's zoot-suiters, "but a madman full of paranoid guile and these boys his agents, his big surprise! His own revenge?" 37 The final riot scene, which the narrator unintentionally spurs, is crucial to both the novel's rejection of cynicism and the narrative's indirect critique of development. The Brotherhood's sudden disinvestment in the community inflames both black nationalist and more cynical passions and forms an interesting analogue with the role of the federal government in urban disinvestment. The FWP had blamed pre-New Deal leadership failures for the conditions leading to the 1935 Harlem riot, but Ellison had both the 1935 and 1943 Harlem riots as inspiration. 38 Wartime scaling back of both the FWP and the New Deal's more ambitious community projects had begun to undercut what goodwill had been garnered. One figure representing disenchantment is Dupre, who, in the middle of the riot, attempts to burn the tenements, and who remains one of the more underrepresented figures in criticism of the novel despite his prominence as the last in the succession of figures the narrator encounters. George E. Kent contends
The dramatic and symbolic function of Dupre and his followers is to reflect the folk ability to move with poise amidst chaos and in contradiction to the flat rational assumptions of the Brotherhood concerning its mission as planners for others. The rioters move with a plan that directly confronts Reality. 39 This nicely illustrates the possibility of folkways, but the primary aim in the arson is destruction of the offending structure; no thought is given to what will come next. Dupre's arson would achieve slum clearance with remarkable efficiency at little cost to the state. Within Rinehartism lies the possibility of smooth action, hidden and highly individual motives-a stylistic engagement for which the Brotherhood has no category. While Rinehart and Dupre figure as useful dialogical counterparts to scientific history, they do not offer solutions to the novel's concerns about citizenship.
Ultimately, the question is whether an understanding of citizenship can be formed which recognizes the broader "stuff" of history, while rejecting both cynicism and the idealized citizenship envisioned by New Dealers. The epilogue offers a suggestion for how a critical, rather than merely cynical, citizenship might be configured. Sandwiched between the famous claim that the narrator "whipped it all except the mind, the mind" and the even more famous section on Louis Armstrong and "Old Bad Air," which provides a musical image of "dancing and . . . diversity" the narrator makes this provocative claim:
And the mind that has conceived of a plan of living must never lose sight of the chaos against which that pattern was conceived. That goes for societies as well as for individuals. Thus, having tried to give pattern to the chaos within the pattern of your certainties, I must come out, I must emerge.
40
This passage highlights the narrator's aim: to expose the phantasmagoric elements of Western fantasies by narrating the return of material and discursive elements rendered obsolete or invisible by modernization. In the process, it has shown those fantasies as being based not so much on progress but rather brutal, willful denial and repression. The displaced elements of history remain, though often in fragmentary form or attached to discourses that make their presence difficult to see; even the concept of the folk itself can obscure the continuity and modernity of vernacular culture. Critical citizenship, on the other hand, would need to keep these elements in view, recognize their presence, and thus resist their permanent incorporation into narratives disguising a will to power. This stance brings Invisible Man closer to 12 Million Black Voices, in which the latter's image of a "dark mirror," as Jeff Allred has noted, both creates a potential identification between black and white citizens and defers it by maintaining a view of racial power differentials. 41 Like the dark mirror, Ellison's simultaneous view of pattern and chaos offers a perspective from which the narratives structuring power can be viewed and understood as contingent. Invisible Man never really offers a model citizen, or, more precisely, the several models it offers fail. Instead, the narrator's telling, right down to its ambiguities and ironies, performs critical citizenship, simultaneously keeping alive "the chaos" while bringing it into a visible pattern. 42 While its most obvious target is American history itself, Invisible Man also offers a critical understanding of modernization, as a form of history in the making, by highlighting the need to see power interests involved in planning, the way that narratives are recruited to serve it, and, most importantly, alternatives to that pattern. This is not to say that Invisible Man is engaged in the exact same project as Jane Jacobs's The Death and Life of Great American Cities, with the latter's claim that modernist planners sought visual beauty at the cost of human thriving, but rather to suggest that the notion of citizenship Ellison's novel advances is one that, like Jacobs's book, asks readers to question the way the narrative of progress posits functional and dysfunctional elements and to recognize the latter's actual function. In fact, Invisible Man's critique of pattern might be brought to bear on the codification of Jacobs's ideas as a set of universal guidelines for urban redevelopment. Such ideas have helped to attract businesses and young professionals to urban neighborhoods-including both Harlem and the Deep Deuce neighborhood in Oklahoma City where Ellison grew up. However, they have also eroded existing populations while co-opting local history as a symbolic marker of authenticity that increases developers' profits. Invisible Man asks readers to restore the questions of social justice glossed over in gentrification plans. Similarly, on an initial glance, Invisible Man's stance might seem to fall in line with the key conservative narrative of the welfare state: the law of unintended consequences, in which attempts at regulation and planning invariably produce worse results than the market and serve primarily to increase governmental oversight over citizens' lives. This idea merely substitutes one logic of history (and space) for another. Invisible Man doesn't necessarily reject patterns and plans altogether but instead argues against their codification and reveals the way that, when set, they tend to erase people from history and its implied future. Ultimately, Ellison's "lower frequencies" signal a style of citizenship, a mode of engagement with the power embedded in narrative, rather than "a plan of living." 7. This focus is symptomatic of a disciplinary issue. As opposed to cultural history more widely, literary studies of these decades have been focused heavily on a communist-anchored Left as the center of literary intellectual activity. The Popular Front, which blurred the lines between activity supporting the New Deal and support for communism, compounds difficulty in assigning origins to writers' intellectual and political positions. The importance of the Popular Front to literary intellectual activity in the 1930s is indisputable, but the coherence of the Popular Front and its implied ownership of progressive activity are not. All of the writers in this essay had a complex, developing relationship with both New Deal liberalism and communism, and it is the former that tends to be lost in analyses. Many African American writers, Ellison included, formulated some of their critique of welfare state liberalism from their engagement with communism, though other sources of suspicion and disagreement abounded as well, and many of these writers were well on their way to rejecting the Popular Front or forging alternative conceptions of political engagement by the time the literary responses discussed in this essay were written. A further difficulty arises in that, within published FWP documents, which served as publicity for New Deal programs, distinctions between liberal and communist positions cannot be discerned easily, though anticommunist critics of the FWP certainly found plenty in the guidebooks and other projects to support their views that the project was a hotbed of radicalism. Where Left counternarratives to the New Deal vision emerge within the FWP archive, they often did so in Writer's Union documents or, as I discuss later, in unpublished documents.
